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FOR Secure and plush fit; 
noise isolation; bass and mids 

FOR Pricing; brightness; contrast 
levels; decent motion handling

AGAINST Lack of detail and 
depth; bass tends to get fuzzy

AGAINST Hollow sound; limited 
features; SD video; limited inputs 

JAYs u-JAYS    Headphones     ₨15,999

InFocus II-50EA800   Television   ₨34,999

Swede emotion

Off  to work 

You have got to hand it to the Swedes, 
they sure do build stylish and quality 
products. The u-Jays from Jays are no 
exception to this. Straight out of the box, 
these headphones have a luxe look and 
feel. These on-ears feel nice and sturdy 
and are very comfortable to wear. 
According to Jays, the entire assembly 
containing the driver and the earcup is 
designed to function as a single unit, 
thereby making it immune to spurious 
resonances and also boosting LF 
response. A high level of structural 
rigidity is thus achieved. There are 
colour options, including iOS and 
Android capable headphones. This is an 
Android capable one with an in-line mic 
and control; a standard feature.
 Alt+J’s Tessellate is crisp with hardly 
any congestion as the track progresses. 
The bass exudes scale and definition but 
tends to smear the midrange detail by its 
over zealousness. Vocals are warm with 
the overall output being lush with 
appreciable imaging. Ben Howard’s Small 
Things lacks depth, yet the guitar’s lovely 
decays are maintained and the crescendo 
at the end of the song is aided by the 

 With this new 50in set, InFocus hopes 
to draw in buyers who place a priority 
on pricing, panel size and brightness. 
The II-50EA800 comes across as being 
understated to the point of bland, 
although the bezels are narrow enough to 
not warrant any complaints. What matters 
more is the thickness and that’s where this 
set falters as its bulky profile might not find 
favour with style-conscious users.

Move on to the hard-to-access input 
ports, the solitary USB input and a stand 
system with a very wide footprint and you 
begin to get the impression that design 
wasn’t the main criteria here. 

This lack of imagination carries over to 
the basic remote control. No surprise 
there, considering this 50-incher isn’t a 
smart TV and has limited media playback 
options – the subtitles are rendered almost 
unreadable and even something as simple 
as fast-forwarding a movie requires you to 
use the on-screen display as the remote 
lacks dedicated buttons.

Things certainly get better when it 
comes to the image, if only by a bit. The 

song’s bass made for an enjoyable 
listen. We finally move on to a track 
best suited for the u-Jays, Hilight 
Tribe’s Free Tibet and this is where the 
headphone comes comfortably into 
it’s own. The track’s energy is 

infectious, from start to finish. 
Needless to say the u-Jays have a 
bassy signature with an output best 
described as being fun.
 For the price, this is quite a capable 
headphone for the casual listner who 
prefers a bass-heavy output, without 
comprosmising on the looks 
department. With clear audio output 
for taking calls, plush ear cushions 
that let the hours roll by with 
surprisingly good noise isolation  
and minimal sound leakage, these  
headphones tick off all the right 
parameters for a fun, luxurious pair
of on-ear headphones.

D-LED panel is quite bright, with decent 
contrast, but despite that, the harshness of 
the image and poor black levels can make 
some scenes look strangely washed out 
and cold. Sharpness when playing Full HD 
content seemed absolutely fine, but 480p 
content is best avoided given the basic 
processing and the large panel. As for the 
sound quality, it’s too hollow and tinny 
even for casual viewing and you’d be 
well-served by a soundbar. But the 
II-50EA800 does come with PC VGA input, 
which should certainly increase its appeal 

for commercial users. In fact, this InFocus 
set is definitely a good buy for commercial 
establishments and offices, but sadly, it 
doesn’t really offer the home-theatre buff 
anything much beyond a large screen and 
affordable price tag.

Vocals are warm with the 
overall output being lush 
with appreciable imaging

TECH SPECS

Design On-ear Driver 40mm Noise-
isolation Passive Impedance 32 Ohm 
Frequency Response 20Hz-20kHz 
Sensitivity 100 +-2dB Nominal 
impedance 16 Ohms Microphone  Yes 
Weight 224gms 

TECH SPECS

Screen Size / Type 50in / Direct LED Built-in 
wi-fi No Connectivity HDMI x 2, USB x 1, PC 
VGA, Composite Video, Component Video, PC 
Audio Speakers  8 + 8 Watt

Says

Says

VERDICT Sturdy and luxe looks, plush fit 
with appreciable isolation and a bass-
heavy output that’s ready to party! 

VERDICT  Best suited to institutional and 
commercial buyers who care more about 
value and PC connectivity than smart features

O F F  T H E  S H E L F

It’s not a smart TV so home users
might want to plug in a media
media player or streaming stick




